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Experiment Experiment



To observe some given astronomical objects and to determine the error in alignment of the telescope



1.1 Instruments needed • Telescope (925 CGE Pro) • Computer (optional)



1.2 Overview This exercise is to introduce the students to the celestial coordinate system and its application. Please refer to the skymap, where we have shown the August sky over Guwahati at 07:00 PM (Indian Standard Time) next page. We have lot of bright stars in the field of view (FoV). The FoV of the map is 180 . The proper way to view this map is to hold it up over your head with its north (top) pointing to the geographical north (yourself facing toward the geographical south). The coordinates shown are right ascension ↵ and declination . Note that the declination circle (horizontal), which passes over the middle of the FoV, through the zenith is equal to our latitude, ⇡ 26 N, and the right ascension circle (vertical) which is along the meridian (line joining north and south over our head) is about the hour angle at the time mentioned in the map.



1.3 Observation Look at the Table.1.1, where some of the bright stars, taken from the skymap from Fig.1.1 are shown. With the telescope, you should try locate these stars, one by one, and make them visible at the centre of the eyepiece of the telescope. When you have centred in the eyepiece, find out the right ascension and declination of the star as shown in the keypad. Also make a note of the time from your watch (better use the computer time, if available). If the alignment of the telescope proper, the co-ordinates shown in the keypad when the object is centered in the eyepiece will be same as given in the table



Table 1.1: Some of the bright stars of the autumn night-sky over Guwahati Star



R. A. (↵)



Declination ( )



Alternate Name



Polaris



02h 31m 52s



+89 150 5100



↵-Ursae Minoris



Spica



13h 25m 22s



11



090 4100



↵-Virginis



Arcturus



14h 15m 39s



+19



100 3200



↵-Bo¨otis



Vega



18h 36m 57s



+38



470 0500



↵-Lyrae



Altair



19h 50m 48s



+08



520 1100



↵-Aquilae



4
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γ -27A(22) Schedar(23) Caph(23) M31



0:0 0



Polaris(20)



:0 0: 00



80 :0



Dubhe(18) Merak(24) Phecda(24)



Kochab(21)



Alioth(18) Mizar(22) 00



Alpheratz(21)



60



Alderamin(25) NEP



Alkaid(19) :0



Zosma(26)



40



Scheat(25)



0:



M39 Deneb(13)



Etamin(22)



NGP



Sadr(22) Vega(0)



:00



18:00:00



0



Altair(9)



Rasalhague(21)



0 0:0 0:0



0:00



20:00:0



AEq



14:0



Enif(24)



Cor Serpentis(26) M5 Mars(11)



M11



00



ε-36A(25) 2 Arcturus(2)



Alphecca(22)



16:00:00



22:0 0



M13



Denebola(21) 00:



0 :0 00 0:



12:



Gienah Cygni(25) Markab(25)



Saturn(8) Spica(11)



β-27(26) ζ-13(26)



M16 M17 Sabik(24) M25 M23 Graffias(26) Dschubba(23) M21 M22WS M8 Nunki(21) Antares(11) M4 GC Ascella(26) M6 Kaus Australis(18) M7 ε-26(23) Menkent(21) Shaula(16) κ(24) N η(23) Sargas(19) α(23) ζ(25) E



6 5 4 3 2 1



Peacock(19)



Figure 1.1: Night sky over Guwahati in the months of August-September at about 07:00 PM (IST). Hold the map over your head facing south. XEphem Topocentric Mean RA/Dec Sky View Center RA: Declination: Epoch: Altitude: Azimuth: Field Width:



17:43:59.4 26:09:01 2000.00 90:00:00 319:31:21 180:00



Grid Steps: RA: 2:00:00 Dec: 20:00:00



Created by XEphem Version 3.7.4 July 3, 2009 Copyright (c) 1990-2009 by Elwood Charles Downey 5 http://www.xephem.com Generated Mon Jul 9 10:37:49 2012 UTC



Julian Date: Sidereal Time: UTC Date: UTC Time: Latitude: Longitude:



2456155.08333 17:44:32 8/15/2012 14:00:00 26:09:00 N 91:45:00 E
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Figure 1.2: The Celestron 9.25-inch SCT in the open-roof dome (GUO). or given in any skymap software such as kstars or xephem (both are installed in the observatory laptop and departmental computer lab). However, in practice, the alignment will not be proper and you will see some di↵erences in the co-ordinates shown and the standard one. Find the di↵erence between the two i.e. ↵ and . Note that the right ascension is given in hours and declination is given in degrees. Once you have found out the ↵ and , convert them to di↵erences in altitude ( z) and azimuth ( A) from the co-ordinate transformation equations as shown in the next section. Plot a graph between ↵ versus and A versus z.



1.4 Calculation Refer to the document on Astrolab pre-requisites and the chapters on celestial co-ordinates and time. From the laws of spherical trigonometry we can write, sin a = sin sin + cos cos sin sin a sin cos A = , cos a cos



cos H,



(1.1) (1.2)



from which one can calculate the altitude a and azimuth A. The latitude of the observer (you) is The quantity H is known as the hour angle, which can be calculated from the sidereal time as, H = tST ↵,



.



(1.3)



where tST is the sidereal time. From the above equations, you can calculate a and A from H and . Note that tST and for a certain place at certain time are constants.



1.5 Procedure 1. First align the 9.25-inch Celestron telescope (at the sliding-roof dome at the GUO) by following the alignment procedure in the telescope manual. 6
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2. Switch on the notebook computer and boot to GNU/Linux. Login as user guo with a password guo, if you are not automatically logged in. 3. In the computer find kstars and fire it up. 4. Connect the telescope to the notebook computer through the USB interface provided. 5. In the device menu of kstars connect the telescope with the port /dev/ttyUSB0. The skymap shown in kstars should show the telescope position as a cross-hair. From now on you can control the telescope through the computer. 6. In kstars, find the stars given in table and slew the telescope to that. Look at the guiding scope to see if you have the star in the FoV. If not use the arrow keys in the telescope keypad to bring it to the centre of cross-wire of the guiding scope. Once centred, look through the main scope and try to bring the star to its centre. 7. Now look at the keypad to see the co-ordinate of the star as shown in the display. Not down the co-ordinate and local time.



7
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1.2 Overview Overview. This exercise is to introduce the students to the celestial coordinate system and its application. Please. refer to the skymap, where we have shown the August sky over Guwahati at 07:00 PM (Indian Stan- dard Time) next page. We have lot of bright stars in the field of view (FoV). The FoV of the map is. 
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